COMMODORE DECKER, driven to the edge of madness by the loss of his entire crew, sacrificed himself in a vain attempt to destroy the “Planet Killer.”

Harry Kim and B’Elanna Torres were abducted by the Caretaker and exiled to the subterranean Ocampa society.

Linked into the Kohl mental preservation network, Harry Kim endured searing confrontations of his deepest fears.

The steadfast obedience of the Jem’Hadar to their leaders often made working with other species difficult.

When it comes to logic and emotions, Romulan women may differ from Vulcan women, but that is not the only thing Spock finds distracting about Commander Charvanes.

The steadfast obedience of the Jem’Hadar to their leaders often made working with other species difficult.

To get past requires Leadership or Officer. All such personnel are “stopped,” but if two or more present, one must continue (random selection).

Players show their hands and examine revealed ships. Unless your total Shields > opponent’s total Weapons, kill one personnel (random selection). Discard dilemma.

Plays on table if you control three personnel. Each non-Jem’Hadar personnel enters play “stopped.”

Plays on table if you control three personnel. Once each turn, when you play an event on table, opponent reveals top card of deck. If it is a personnel, score 5 points. (Unique.)